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I. INTRODUCTION 

Several nonperturbative methods such as Floquet [1], Sturrnian-Floquet [2], and 

R-matrix-Floquet [3] methods, have been developed to treat the time-dependent 

Schroedinger equation (TDSE) for an atom interacting with the classical1aser field. These 

methods are particularly suited moderate intensities and long laser pulses. However, ex

perimental techniques now move towards generating super-intense and super-short laser 

pulses. New theoretical methods have to be developed to accommodate these experimen

tal conditions. The numerical solution of the TDSE on a time-space grid is a recognized 

powerful method. This approach has been found particularly important for the adequate 

description of such processes as multiphoton ionization (MPI), stabilization and high

harmonics generation (HHG). The TDSE calculations on atorulc hydrogen [4-{)] and on 

atomic helium [7] have been recently reported. Despite marked success of the TDSE 

calculations certain limitations of the method have now become apparent. 

Usually, the time-dependent quantum-mechanical problem 

iil,w{x, t) = H(t)w(x, t) {1.1) 

is formulated as an initial value problem in an infinite domain of the configuration space 

JR3 with the requirement that the wave function vanishes at an infinitely far surface, 

lw(x, t)l-+ 0, lxl-+ +oo. {1.2) 

The Hamiltonian H(t) in {1.1) is, 

1 2 
H(t) = 2 (p- A) + V(x), (1.3) 

where x and p = -iV x are the position and momentum vectors of the electron, V(x) is 

the atomic potential and A is the vector-potential. In the dipole approximation which 

will be considered in this paper, A is a function of time t only. The electric field e(t) 

corresponding to A is given by e(t) = -a,A(t). 
In numerical applications, the zero-value boundary condition is usually replaced by 

one imposed at a finite distance from the atom. Once the space-domain is chosen to 

be finite, retaining some rigid boundary conditions causes unphysical reflection of the 

wave packet at the boundary and the refiected part of the packet is fed back into the 

system. Various techniques have been developed in order to compensate the effect. The 

correction is achieved by either introducing an absorbing component into the potential [8], 

using mask functions [9], or introducing complex coordinate contours [10]. However, by 

its nature, these corrections have to be made at a large distance from the atom and they 

are approximate. Moreover, the domain of the configuration space where the solution has 

to be accurately obtained, may be large for ionization rate problems and even larger for 

treating MPI [11]. Therefore, though absorbing boundaries and mask-functions work as 

a practical prescription, they do not relieve the numerical integration methods from the 

necessity of using over-extended space-grids. 

A possible way of resolving these difficulties is to re-formulate the problem and im

pose some conditions on an intermediate surface. For time-independent quantum prob

lems, there is known a variety of theoretical methods such, for instance, as the R-matrix 
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method [12] and the finite-range method [13], where either partial or full scattering prob
lem is formulated within a finite domain ofJR.l. We also note an extension of the R-matrix 

method to time-dependent problems [14]. The present work also uses a partition of the 
configuration space though in a context different from one of the above methods. 

In a recent paper, Boucke et al. [15] have suggested a particular way of imposing 
integral bouudary conditions (IBC). They applied the IBC to a one-dimensional atom 

with a short-range potential in a strong laser field, within the electric-dipole approxima
tion. Their results demonstrate a certain advantage of the method for calculating ioniza

tion probability and energy spectrum. Their treatment, however, assumes the field-free 
asymptotic motion of the electron which is not a very accurate assumption, particularly 

for strong fields and long-range potentials. Also, as a consequence of their approach, it 

was necessary to carry out all calculations in the Kramers-Henneberger frame [16] where 
the interaction is localized. 

In the present paper, we consider a more general IBC approach based on a theory 

of the parabolic potentials of the simple and double layers. We note that the reduction 
of the original differential equations to an integral form using the Green's functions, is a 

method which has been known in mathematical physics for a long time. Though it had 

been applied before to elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic equations [17), apparently, it has 
not been used yet for the time-dependent SchrOdinger equation. In our formulation, we 

use the integral form of the equation to impose a constraint on the solution of the initial 

value problem. The choice of the surface where the constraint has to be applied should be 

made such that it would assure the correct asymptotic behavior of the TDSE solution. In 

principle, the proposed method is free from some restrictions imposed in [15]. Moreover, 

it can also be used for the general quasi-classical construction of the asymptotic Green's

functions [18,19]. As an example, a construction of the Green's function in the Coulombic 

case is considered within the frame of the eikonal approximation. The efficiency of the 

method is demonstrated by numerical calculations on a model one-dimensional atom with 

a short-range potential subjected to a pulsed laser field, similar to one discussed in [15]. 
The layout of the paper is as follows. In Section II, the derivation of the boundary 

conditions with help the integral equation for a Green's function is carried out for the 

general three-dimensional case. The cases of a spherical boundary and the Coulombic case 

are considered separately. In Section III, we consider the 1D case and formulate some 

relations needed for calculating the final spectral densities for the electron via the solution 
obtained in a finite region of space. In Section N, a numerical (Crank-Nicolson-Galerkin) 

method is formulated which uses a finite difference representation of the integral boundary 

conditions. In Section V, we apply our IBC theory to the solution of a model-1D TDSE 
and discuss the results, in comparison with the CC, the rigid boundary, and the Boucke 

et al [15] methods. Section VI concludes the paper. 
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II. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

A. Parabolic potentials 

We are considering the general case of a three-dimensional space JR3 • Let us denote via 

G(x, t; x', t') the the time-dependent Green's function of the original TDSE (1.1). This 

function is the solution of the problem 

L><.,tG(x, t; x', t') = 0, t > t', x, x' E RJ, (2.1) 

where Lx,t = i8t- H(x, t), and the conjugated problem 

L:.,t,G(x,t;x',t') = 0, t > t', x,x' E nf, (2.2) 

where L~,t' = -i8t'- H*(x', t'). The same initial condition 

G(x, t; x', t') -+ &<3l(x- x'), t'-+ t, t > t!. (2.3) 

is applied in both cases. Here the operator H'" is complex conjugated to Hermitian 
Hamiltonian H. Note that for arbitrary functions u(x, t) and v(x, t) the expression 

u(x', t')Lx',t'v(x', f)- v(x', f)L~,t'u(x', t') can be transformed into the divergence form 

I 
uLx',t'V- vL~t'u = i8t'(uv) + 2"divx'(uDx~,t'v- vD;_.,t'u), (2.4) 

where the differential operator Dx,t is given by 

D,,, = 'i7,- iA(x, t). (2.5) 

The integration of the relation (2.4) over a domain of the space R'l and time gives the 

well-known Green's identity. 
Let W be an arbitrary finite region of JR3 bounded by a piecewise smooth surface a, 

may be disconnected. The exterior to W will be denoted via JR3 \ W. Let us take in 

eq. (2.4) the function u(x', t!) to be the Green's function G(x, t + t; x', t'), t > 0, and the 
function v(x', t') to be the square-integrable solution W(x', t') of the original TDSE, 

L,,,w(x, t) = o. (2.6) 

We integrate the identity (2.4) with respect to coordinate x' over the domain jR3 \Vi' and 
with respect to time t' from t0 to t. The left hand side of (2.4) is identically zero due to 

(2.2) and (2.6), and the right hand side can be integrated by parts. After taking the limit 

f -t 0, one finds 

0 = i'l'(x, t)xw(x)- i J. d3x'G(x, t; x', t0)\l'(x', t0) 
JRl\W 

-~1' dt'1du'{GD'w(x~,t')- \V(x~,t')D*'G), 
'• u 
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where du is a vector-element of the surface u which is pointed outward W. Here it has 

been used that the wave function at large distances tends to zero sufficiently fast so that 

the surface integral taken over the outer surface at infinity vanishes. 
The function xw in (3.2) is a characteristic function discontinuous in lR3

, which is 

defined [20] as follows•: 

1
1, X E JR' \ W, X \l u, 

Xw(x);::: lim!. d3x'G(x', t + E,x', t) = ~~ x E cr, 
E-+0 Jlt3\W 2 

0, xEW,xr;tu, 

(2.8) 

Let us denote by f.L and v the values of the wave function and its normal derivative on cr, 

thus 

wl. = ~t(X., t), n., · Dx,t'lil. = v(x., t), (2.9) 

where nu is a unit vector normal to the surface cr and directed outward W. We introduce 

functions v, w, and F associated with these quantities, according to 

v(x, t) = -l' dt' 1 du' v(x~, t')G(x, t, x~, t'), (2.10) 

w(x, t) = l' dt' 1 du' ~t(x~, t') n> D;.,eG(x, t,x'., t'), (2.11) 

F(x, t) = 1 d3x'>li(x', t 0)G(x, t, x', t 0). (2.12) 
IiP\W 

Here the time moment t0 is the initial time moment for the initial-value problem (1.1 ). 

Due to the singularity of G, the quaotities defined by eqs. (2.10-2.12) can be considered 

as potentials generated by some surface and volume mass distributions. Similar potentials 

appear in the general theory of parabolic equations [20]. In the present case of the 

Schriidinger equation, we shall use the same terminology as in [20] aod refer to (2.10-

2.12) as to parabolic potentials. Then v is a simple-layer parabolic potential with the 

surface density v, w is a double-layer parabolic potential with the surface density f.L, and 

F is the initial-value parabolic potential. Making use of these quaotities, equation (2.7) 

can be re-written as follows: 
i 

w(x, t)xw = F(x, t) + 2{ v(x, t) + w(x, t)}, x E R', (2.13) 

for aoy t >to- This formula is a general relation satisfied by the solution of eq. (1.1) for ao 

arbitrarily region W enclosed by a surface a. It has a form of an integral equation which 

determines the wave fimction >li(x, t) through the parabolic potentials (2.10-2.12). As 

these potentials are defined in terms of the full Green's fimction, eq.(2.13) cao be used for 

constructing the solution of (1.1) only within some method of successive approximations. 

*The convergence of the integral is assured by endowing the time variable t with an infinitesimal 

imaginary part which has the proper aignj t -t te-iD 
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I B. Integral boundary conditions 

Now we shall discuss an application of (2.13) which is important in the numerical 

solution of {1.1). Let us consider the special case where the point x is on the surface u. 

Then the equation (2.13) takes the form: 

~t(x., t) = 2F(x., t) + i{ v(x., t) + w(x., t)}, (2.14) 

This relation expresses the fact that values of the wave function JJ, and its normal deriva

tives von the surface u cannot to be an arbitrary functions but must to satisfy the integral 

constraint (2.14). 
The latter cao be also obtained by considering the limiting passage in the eq. (2.13) 

as x -r x.,., x ¢a. Then the continuity of the simple-layer potential and the discontinuity 

of the double-layer potential in the limit should be taken into account. For the potential 

w we have thus: 

lim w(x, t) = 'fi~t(x., t) + w(x., t), 
.~ .. (2.15) 

where the upper sigo (-) corresponds to approaching the surface from outside and the 

lower sign{+) corresponds to approaching it from inside the internal region W. Due to 

the continuity of the wave function, the limits of the {2.13) from inside and outside of the 

surface a give, of course, the same result (2.14). 
The numerical solution of the TDSE proceeds, ideally, within the full configuration 

space JR3. If we partition it, in an arbitrary manner, into two parts {interior, which 

contains the atomic nucleus, and exterior) separated by a surface u, it would be impossible 

to impose the exact zero-value conditions on Won such CT. However, eq. {2.14) represents 

a continuity condition which the solution satisfies on this surface and as such it can be 

used to formulate the integral boundary condition for a suitable surface. 

Let us consider a surface a which is sufficiently remote from the atom. Then an 

asymptotic form Gas can be used instead of the full Green's function G(x, t; X, t') as will 

be shown below. The choice of u and the asymptotic form depends on the properties of 

the atomic potential V(x). 
First, we shall consider the case of a short-range potential V and choose the domain 

W large enough for V to be neglected outside it. Then in the outside region the motion 

of the particle cao be described by ao asymptotic Hamiltoniao H.,(t), 

H=(t) = ~( -i\7x'- A(t) )'. (2.16) 

The explicit form of the Green's fimction G= of the TDSE with the Hamiltonian (2.16) 

is 
eiS(x,t;x' ,t') 

Gas(X, t;x!, t') = rn~r... .u\1-:tl?:' t > t!, (2.17) 

where S is the classical action for a particle in the field A(t) taken to be a fimction of the 

initial aod the final position aod time (the Hamilton principle fimction), that is 

S(x t·x' t') = [x-e{t) -x'+e(f)]'- ~1' A'(r)dr (2.18) 
' ' ' 2(t- t') 2 e ' 
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and e(t) is the classical displacement of the electron due to the field given by 

WJ = -1' A(r)d-r (2.19) 

The form (2.17) of the G" is determined by the WKB-approximation which gives the exact 

result for the TDSE with the Hamiltoniao (2.16) (see e.g. [21]). This Green's function 

can also be easily obtained via an expansion in terms of the corresponding Volkov states 

ek(x, t), 

8k(x, t) = eikx-i J~(k-A}2d-r. (2.20) 

Then 

G.,(x,t,x',t') = j (;:~3 6k(x,t)e;;(x',t'). (2.21) 

Making use of the asymptotic Green's function Gas, the integral equation for the full 

Green's function G can be written as follows, 

G(x,t,x,t!) = G.,(x,t,x',t') 

- i lt dt" J d3x"Gas(x, t,x", t")V(x", t")G(x", t",x', t'), (2.22) 

where integration over x" extended to all configuration space JR3. Multiplying both sides 

of this equation by density v(x', t') and integrating with respect to timet! from t0 up to 

t and keeping the surface a fixed, one finds that the simple-layer potential v satisfies the 

integral equation 

v(x, t) = Vas(x, t)- i l,t dt" J d3x11Ga:~(x, t,x", t'')V(x'', t")v(x", t"), (2.23) 

Here the zero-order term Vas is a simple-layer parabolic potential constructed as in (2.10) 

but with the help of the asymptotic Green's function Gas· 

Vas(X, t) =-£ dt' 1 da'v(x~, t')Gas(X, t, x~, t') (2.24) 

Similar integral equations can be obtained for the double-layer parabolic potentials w 

and wll.'J as well as for the initial-value parabolic potentials F and F ll.'J· 

The asymptotic form of the formula (2.13) is then obtained by substituting in it the 

asymptotic equations derived above. Thus: 

i 
w(x, t)xw(x) = F"(x, t) + :l{ v"(x, t) + w"(x, t)} 

- i 1: dt" J d3x"G43 (x, t,x", t'')V(x", t")lJ!(x", t")xw(x"). (2.25) 
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If the potential V (x, t) is a short-range potential, and the domain W contains the entire 

region of the action of V, then the last term in eq. (2.25) is negligibly small since due 

to the presence of the characteristic function Xw (2.8) the integration goes outside of 

the region of the action of the interaction V. Thus, in this case the the equation on the 

boundary has the form (2.14) where the parabolic potentials are simply replaced by the 

asymptotic potentials, i.e. 

p.(x., t) = 2F"(x., t) + i{ v.,(x., t) + w~(x., t)}. (2.26) 

Note, this boundary condition is a linear non-local in space and time relationship between 

boundary and initial values of vrave function. Otherwise, for the potentials decaying too 

slow, the eq. (2.25) may need the next iteration with respect toW or some other methods 

of solution. 

C. Spherical boundary of domain W 

Now we consider a particular case where the surface a of the domain W is a sphere 

of large radius R ~ ao where a0 is an effective radius of interaction. For the sake of 

simplicity we assume also that the initial vrave function W(x, t0 ) is negligibly small in the 

outer domain beyond a. Then the term F45 (x, t) in {2.26) can be dropped. Thus, our 

task is to find the asymptotic expressions for the parabolic potentials Vas and W4~ on the 

sphere of a large radius R. Let us denote it= R-1xu, 

Q(t, t') = IRii- Wl + W'JI, w(t, t') = ,Rn- e(t) + W'l 
... A ... , ·' ... , ··". 

(2.27) 

The Green's function (2.17) in terms of these notations can be written as 

. n2+~t ; t A2d 
e12{t-t)-2fr• 7" .nO-•· 

G (R . t Rii' t') -~~nw = n, ; , . = [2ni(t- t')]3/2 e r-r 
(2.28) 

Using the limiting expression [22] for the generalized functions, as ).. -+ +oo, we \vrite: 

ei>.n~....., ~; {ei>.5(il,W)-e-i>.5(il,-W)}, (2.29) 

where 6(:ii, W) is the delta-function on the unit sphere. Then one can take easy the angular 

integrals in (2.24). For the potential "~ it yields 

tRe-i.ft~A2d-rdt'{ ./o-m2 ./Q+n\2 } 

v (Rii t) :::; -1 e' 2<1- 1'l v(W t')- e' 2<r-r'J v(-W t') . 
~ ' "' Q -/27ri(t t') ' ' 

(2.30) 

Here we restrict our attention to such electric fields that the classical displacement {2.19) 

e(t) is bounded for all times. It meaos that the function Q(t, t') in the last expression 

takes values close to R but it is never zero, provided that R is sufficiently large. Then 

second term in the integral (2.30) can be neglected because it contains a rapidly oscillating 
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exponential at f --+ t. To estimate the neglected quantity, let us consider the leading term 

of the asymptotic expansion of the following integral 

J(.A) = l.' dt'(t- n-aeiA(t-<)-' g(t'), "< 2, (2.31) 

where >. --+ +oo, and g(t!) is a smooth nonsingular function in the segment [t0 , t]. By 

changing variables, p = ( t - t'J-1, this integral transforms to 

1
+oo 

J(.A) = p"-2dpe"'g(t- p- 1). 

(t-to)-1 
(2.32) 

Integrating by parts gives the leading asymptotic term, thus: 

J(.A) = (t- t?)'-o e'•l•-tol-' g(to) + O(.A -'). (2.33) 

Taking a= 1/2 and .A= 2R2 in (2.33), one finds that the absolute value of the estimated 

term in (2.30) is of order 

(t- t0 ) 312v(-w(t, to), to) 
RQ(t, to) 

(2.34) 

Here it should be taken into account that the values of J1. and v at the initial time to are 

negligible small, hence the second term in (2.30) can be neglected. 

The case of the potential w(Uj can be dealt with in a completely analogous manner. As 

a result, the the relation (2.26) has the asymptotic form 

·(Q-Rl2
 

i r! A2d 

1'Re'=o-,,. ~dt'{ (Q-R ) } 
p,(il., t) = Q . p,(w, t') --- wA(t') - iv(w, t') . 

, v21r1(t- t'l t- t' 
(2.35) 

In the particular case of A = 0, this relation was obtained in [15]. 

D. Coulomb potential 

Now we shall consider the case of a Coulomb potential. Due to a slow rate of decay, 

it causes the specific phase distortion in the time-independent Coulomb Green's function 

at large distances, in comparison with the short-range potentials [22]. This effect should 

be taken into account while deriving the boundary conditions. In fact, we need to ob

tain at large distances an approximation to the time-dependent Coulomb Green function 

G<(x, t; x, t') which satisfies the following equation 

1 ( )' " ia,G< = 2 -i'Vx- A G< + jX[G", (2.36) 

together with the initial condition (2.3). As follows from the physical arguments (see, 

e.g. [23]), the motion of the particle is semiclassical at distances much larger than Bohr 
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radius. Thus, for our pnrposes, it should be possible to apply the WKB techniques [18]. 

The function Gc is sought as a product: 

G< = C(x t· x t')e's(x,t;x'/l 
1 1 ' ' 

(2.37) 

where C and S are arbitrary real-valued functions. Substituting {2.37) into (2.36) yields 

the following system: 

{ 

a,c' + div{C2{V'xS- A)}= 0, 

1 )' a flxC 
o,S+-(V S-A +-=-

2 x [x[ C ' 

(2.38) 

The first line in (2.38) is the continuity equation for the density C. The second line, 

with the right-hand side set to zero, is the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the action 

describing the classical motion of the atomic electron. The left-hand side of this equation 

is identically zero if the function S is taken to be the integral of the Lagrange function 

calculated along the classical trajectory of particle X( r; x, x~, with the end points x and 

x for T = t' and T = t, respectively. That is 

S = [' dr {X
2

(r) +X(r)A(r) _ -"-}. 
}, 2 [X(r)[ 

(2.39) 

We note that if the Coulomb potential is absent in (2.38) then the exact trajectory Xo( r) 

is 

Xo(r) = x- {(!~-: + {(t') (r- t') + {(r)- {(t') + x', (2.40) 

and the action (2.39) evaluated along this trajectory is exactly the expression (2.18). 

Moreover, if the density function C is taken to be independent of the space variables, 

c = [2ri(t- t'Jt3i 2 (2.41) 

then both equations of (2.38) are identically satisfied if a = 0. The resulting function 

coincides with the Green's function (2.17). 

In the case of a: ;:6 0, v..-e shall introduce an approximation which is similar to the 

eikonal approximation for the time-independent case (see [22]). Namely, the solution of 

(2.38) is obtained hy evaluating the action S in (2.39) along the free trajectory Xo(r) 

given by (2.40), i.e. 

s,.,s0 -Z, (2.42) 

where So is the expression (2.18). In eq. (2.42), the phase distortion Z is defined as 

Z( ' ') {' dT 
x,t;x,t =a}, [Xo(r)[' (2.43) 
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and the density Cis the same as above (2.41). Note that this approximation does not work 
if the classical trajectory X 0(7) passes through the Coulomb center becau:;;e in the latter 
case the integral (2.43) is not defined. Below we exclude this case from consideration. 

In order to estimate an error in such a model, we first note that the function Z satisfies 
(within the assumptions stated above) the Laplas equation 

f'>.xZ = 0. (2.44) 

Thus, the continuity equation (2.38) holds exactly. Secondly, the action 5, eq. (2.42), 
satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in (2.38) only approximately. After some manip
ulations one finds that the error (thus, it is relative error for the solution of eq. (2.36) in 
the form (2.37)), is 

1 2(Y'xZ)2 ~ o? (t- t')
2 

p' ' 
(2.45) 

where pis the distance of the nearest approach, from the Coulomb center to 'the -trajeCtory 
Xa(r;x,x'). This estimate can be useful for choosing the grid 1_;ize for the numerical 
integration of the TDSE if one uses the approximation to Gc considered above. 

The phase distortion Z depends on the particular fonn of the electric field A(t) and it 
should be considered in each case separately. However, in the field-free case it is evaluated 
explicitly to give 

Z (O)' •. , ')- ~I lxllx-x'l+(x,x-x') 
1x,t,x,t -al 'I ogl 'II 'I (, ,1. x-x x x-x + x,x-x 

(2.46) 

It is interesting to notice the formal correspondence between this expression and the 
asymptotk distortion term in the phase of the stationary Coulomb Green's function 
G,(x, x', E + iO) [22] provided that one treats the factor 1;=~ 1 in (2.46) as (2E)-'12

• 

Considering the field-free case for the spherical boundary of radius R :::P. 1 in just the 
same way as it has been done at the Sec. II C, one finds the asymptotic form of the 
boundary equation (2.26) with the Coulomb corrections as follows 

. 1' e-'W-'>dt' { a(t- t') , , . _ } p.(n, t) = . R' p.(n, t) -w(n, t') . 
,, J27n(t- t') 2 

Here' we note that the asymptotics of the Gc in the singular direction ft' 

approximation (2.47) is not required. 

III. APPLICATION TO lD PROBLEM 

A. Boundary conditions 

(2.47) 

-it for 

We assume that the potential V(x) of a modellD atom operates in the domain W E IR 
which is a finite interval a_ < x < a+· Adjacent to it are two half-open intervals: x < a_ 
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(region I) and x > a+ (region II). Let us denote the values of the function W(x, t) and its 
derivative D,,,w(x, t) = (8,- iA(t))'l!(x, t) at the boundaries of the regions I and II as 

'l!(a,,t) = I'T,II(t), D,,,'l!(a,,t) = v'·"(t). (3.1) 

The Green's function Ga:s in the lD case is 

eiS(x,t;x' ,t') t > t', 
G~(x,t;x',t') = J271'i(t t')' 

(3.2) 

where the actionS is given by (2.18). The boundary equations (2.26) are thea written as 

follows 

,T,TT(t) - 2F'·"(a t) · i {v'·"(a t) + w'·"(a t)} ,- · - as ::;::, .,..- as "~=' as =~'' ' 

where the parabolic potentials are defined by 

v!t{x,t) = ±1t vl,II(f.)df eiS(:z:,t;a"';t'l, 

,, J21ri(t- t') 

T,TT( t) ·1' /ll,TT (t!)dt' ( 85 e , ) 'S( ") wQ.$ x, = ::;:1 - + -A(t) e' :z:,t;a.=;:,• 
,, J271'i(t- t') 8x' c , 

pl,ll (x, t) = r W(x', to)dx' eiS(:z:,t;:z:',to) 

~ JT,TT J271'i(t- t0) • 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

Generally, the surface a can be chosen in an arbitrary way. It is instructive to consider 
a special case where V(x) is a zero-range potential determined by the boundary condition 

at the origin 

vTT (0, t)- v 1 (0, t) = 2xp.(0, t). (3.7) 

This condition corresponds to the potential V of the fonn :xb(x). In this case, the domain 
W consists of one point, x = 0, that is W = {0}. It is easy to check that the half-sum 
of eqs. (3.3) gives, on account of (3.7), a Volterra equation for '1!(0, t), thus: 

l+oo 1' '1!(0, t) = dx'G~(O, t,x', t0 )'l!(x', t0 )- ix dt'G.,(o, t, 0, t')w(O, t'). 
-oo to 

(3.8) 

This equation provides the complete solution W(x, t). Alternatively, it can be obtained 

directly from the original TDSE (for details see [24]). 
This limiting case is a good illustration of our general conclusion: in the IBC method, 

the size of the region W where the numerical solution is to be found, depends only on 
the decaying properties of the potential V. As will be shown in the numerical example 
below, the suggested method of imposing boundary conditions allows the region ltV to be 
chosen sufficiently small, despite the presence of a strong electric field. 
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B. Evaluation of spectrum 

We shall now calculate the transition amplitudes Aqn for the electron that initially 
are found to be in the bound state W; = 1/ln(x) to final state with the determined value 
of the kinetic momentum ±qat the remote future, q = +v'2£, via the solution of (1.1) 
known in the internal region. It is assumed, that the pulse of the electric field has finite 
duration. The corresponded vector potential A(t) can be chosen zero before the field is 
turned on. Thus, the vector potential tends to some constant value .4_ after the field is 
turned off. in this case, the final state should be chosen 

W(-) - eiA_;rl/J(-) 
l,2R- l,2E' (3.9) 

where 1Pf~k is the scattering eigenstate of the Hamiltonian (1.3), where A= 0. Here the 
subscripts 1 and 2 are .correspond to positive and negative direction of the momentum 
±q, respectively. Thus, the transition amplitude is 

A.,n = (w\jdw(t)). (3.10) 

where lJI(t) is solution of the TDSE (1.1) after the laser pulse has been turned off. The 
spectral distribution of ejected electron Pn(E) as a· function of the energy Eisa sum 

Pn(E) = 2
1 

(I.A., I'+ IA-qnl2 ) · 

" 
(3.11) 

The factor (2rr)- 1 fixes the normalization of the functions ¢f;k(x). Also, the probability 
Pn'n of the transition to bound final state Wn' = e1A-x1fln'(x) is given by 

Pn'n = I(Wn•!W(t)JI'. (3.12) 

By virtue of completeness of the basis set of functions W\~)E(x) and Wn(x), the conservation 
law for the total probability has the form 

l
+oo dE 

.,J'iEPn(E) + 2>n•n =I. 
0 2E n' 

(3.13) 

The amplitudes A±qn are a sum of three integrals, for regions I, II, W, correspondingly: 

A±on = ( ~- +1+oo +1"+) w\~Js·wdx. J_oo a+ a_ 
(3.14) 

If the solution of the problem {1.1) is knO\\'TI in the internal region W, e.g. as a result 
of the numerical calculations with the boundary conditions (3.3), then one can evaluates 
the integrals for regions I and II by continuing the internal solution to these regions with 
the help of the relations: 

w1·II(x t) = F 1·II( t)-'- ~ {v1·II(x t) + w1•II(x t)} ' M X, ' 2 as 1 M 1 ' 
(3.15) 

and using the asymptotic form of the functions 7Pi~k"' = 7/J~~k- These are well-k:uown and 
listed in the following table: 
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I 

J 

II 

r(+l 
'PIE 

eiqx + fre-iq.:r 

/]eiqx 

·(+) 1/JzE 

.Be-iq:r. 

e -iqx + r·eiqx 1 

,.,·here coefficients a:( E), f3(E) and 7(E) are the S-matrix elements for scattering on the 
potential F. 

Let us introduce for convenience two transiorms: 

W1 (q, t) = 1: dxe-ik1xW(x, t) (3.16) 

and 

;jiii (q, t) = 1+oo dxe-;knxw(x, t), 
"+ 

(3.17) 

where the kl,JJ are canonical momenta that correspond to the kinetic momenta +q after 
electric field is turn off, 

ki,ll = +q +A_. (3.18) 

l\·1aking use of (3.16-3.17) and (3.14) one finds the following expression for the amplitudes 

(A_'") (;ji'(q,t)) ("' (3) ( ;ji~(-q,t)) (J,"+w~;/wdxl \A.n = ,;jiu(q,t) + .81 \;ji"(-q,t) + f:~w\/).wdx}. (3.19) 

In turn, the substitution of the solution lJI(x, t) continued by (3.15) in the expres
sions (3.16) and (3.17) represents wr,u (q, i) as a sum of transformed parabolic potentials, 

;jii.II(a t) = ~VI,II(q. t) + ~WI,II(q t). ·' 2 c:s • 2 as ' . (3.20) 

where 

vr,IT(q,t) = ±1t dt'vr,ll(t!)G{..{l(q,t;a:;:,t!), 
to 

(3.21) 

and 

rt 
w1

·II (q, tl = :;: 1 dt' jJ.I,Il (t'JD·'a:;" (q, t; ""' t'J. 
·to 

(3.22) 

In order to simplify calculations, we assume that all bound states including the initial 
state ¢n(x) are negligibly small in the regions I and II so that the term F1,Il(q,t) can be 
discarded. 
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The mixed Green functions i}{;j1(q, t;x', t') above are obtained by applying transforms 
(3.16-3.17) to the Green's function GatJ(x, t; x', t'), with respect to its first space variable x. 

The evaluation of the functions G!;fl gives 

Qr,TI(q t· x' t!) = e-ik1,11 x' -i f~(k1 ,u-A(r))2dr <P(z ) 
atJ l l ' 1,11 l 

(3.23) 

where 

zr,rr = ±kr,TT ~'Fa~-W)- x' + W') 
v~ y'2(t-t') • 

(3.24) 

and <l!(z) is the Fresnel integral, 

<l!(z) = 1_1+~ . y'1i=l etp2 dp. 

' 
(3.25) 

Thus, eqs. (3.19-3.25) give the ionization amplitudes A±qn in a closed form. 
Now we consider the asymptotic form of (3.19) for large times t. Making use of the 

asymptotics ~(t) from (2.19) for the classical displacement of the electron, one finds 

zr,Ir = -qj'f + o(c'i'), t-+ +co. (3.26) 

In this case the absolute values of arguments z1,u of the Fresnel integral are large within 
the whole domain of the t'-integration in (3.21-3.22) except the vicinity of the upper limit 
t. On the other hand, one can expect that in the internal region W the wave function at 
large times contains mainly the bound states (if there is no zero modes in the potential 
V). This is because the scattered wavepacket disperses over a large volume as t increases. 
Thus, the contribution from the vicinity of the upper limit t, in the integrals (3.21-3.22), 
is suppressed due to the smallness of the magnitude of p. and v, determined by the values 
of the bound states at the boundaries a±· In the rest of the integration domain, the 
asymptotic expansion for the Fresnel integral ci> can be used: 

l 
ePi ., 

1+--e" + O(z-3
), 

<l!(z) = 2zf 
e 4 _ :;! 

3 --e" + O(z- ), 
2z,fii 

z -7 -oo, 
(3.27) 

z-+ +oo. 

One can neglect the terms of order 1/z in the expansion (3.27), provided that the following 

conditions are valid 

Et » 1. (3.28) 

In the latter case, no contribution from iifl,TT ( -q, t) comes to the amplitude (3.19). Also, 

by virtue of orthogonality between the bound states '1/Jn and the scattering states 1/l~:;k 
the last integrals with respect to the region W in the expression (3.19) can be neglected. 
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As a result, the amplitudes in this approximation are determined by 'it1.i1 (q, t) only and 
its final form via the probability flux in· this approximation is 

A±qn"" ±e;''" 1' dt'j[<l!(x, t'), e±q+,A- (x, t')JI 
to x=a± 

(3.29) 

Here the values of the phases ¢± are not important for evaluation of the function Pn(E), 
the flux j is 

J[w, <l!J = ~ {wD·w·- w·Dw}, (3.30) 

and 8k(x, t) is the Volkov function (2.20). 

One can e>..-pect this expression to give a reasonably accurate approximation for not 
ver.Y small energies E or sufficiently large times t. The approximative equality in (3.29) 
becomes exact under simultaneous passing to limit (t- t0 )-+ +oo and Ia:::!-+ +oc. 

IV. NUMERICAL METHOD 

Now we formulate a numerical method which wilL be applied below to solving, on a 
time-space grid, a one-dimensional TDSE {Ll). For time-integration we shall use the 
Crank- Nicolson scheme that provides the accuracy of order O{r2 } for each time-step r. 
The operator form of this scheme is 

(I+ ~H(t,. ,)) w'+' = (I- ~H(t,",)) w', 
2 T2 2 '~ 

tk =to+ kr, ( 4.1) 

where the solution Wk(x} discretized with respect to time corresponds to W(x, tk) and 
depends only on the space variable x E JR. This scheme \vill be implemented with the 
help of the Ga!erkin method [25]. In this way, a system of algebraic finite difference 
equations is obtained at each step k. In the internal region W, the solution Wk is sought 
as an expansion on a set of basis functions TJi ( x), 

w'(x)·= L ujry;(x), X E w. 
j 

Making use of the Galer kin method one finds the following system of the equations. 

'""'{ iT·k+!} k"I '""'{ iT·k+!} k ~ mi'i + 2h0i~l ui _.,. - ~ riti'i - 2 hoj•] ui = 
' ' 

(4.2) 

iT()TT iT J)) 
= zry!' "+ v (t•+tl- zry!'(o_)v (t>+t . (4.3 

Herem is the overlap matrix, mj'j = (TJi',TJi)· 
The right-hand side is the flux terms from the boundaries arising as a result of inte

gration by parts of the expression (1Ji': H(tk+i)r/i) and it~;} is the Hermitian matrix 

Ak+! 1"+ 1 
h0i'J = a_ dx { 2DZ+47Ji'Dk+Fli + VTJi'Tli}. (4.4) 
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The time point tk+.!. = tk + ~ is intermediate point between tk and tk+l· 

Thus, a bound~ conditions are required to express v1•TI (tk+.t) ~ (v!~i + vi·JJ)/2 via 
' J.I.~,II and I-'~~ f. In turn, let us consider the finite difference representation of the eq. (3.3) 

on the mesh grid tk. The integrand contains the square root singularity at the end point 
t, so the quadrature rule chosen for the approximative representation of the integral over 
time should takes into account this singular point in order to obtain a reasonable accuracy. 
The following interpolating quadrature rule on the unifonn knot sequence with the step 
r was chosen: 

.,. k 1 t-112 j(t)dt"' L a\• I f(sr), 
0 $=0 

{kl 4rl/2 
ao = ---3 ' 

a~k) = a~k) { (k - 1)312 - (k - 3/2)k1i 2 }, a\• I = a~k) { (s - 1)312 - 2s3i 2 + (s + 1)312
}. 

(4.5) 

With the help of this rule the finite difference representation of the boundary conditions 
takes the fonn 

and !{,II is 

!,II _ ± (2'11"i)i/2 
!,II+ fl,IT 

vk - . (k) J.l.k k • 
1a0 

k-1 ( (k) ) (2 ')1/2 FT,TT __ ~ ak-$ eiSo,. {vl,ll _ i.Pi ,_!,II}~ _m __ 2pi,TT(t ) 
J k - L- (k) s ksr-$ T . (k) as k · 

$=0 ao IacJ 

Here 

s., (~(tk)- ~(t,))' _ ~ f" A2(t')dt', P., 
2(t. t,) 2 1 •. 

W·)- ~(t,) + A(t,). 
tk- ts 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

Some simplification in the (4.8) connected with dropping the ~ J A2dt' tenn can be 
achieved by the unitary transfonnation of the original TDSE (Ll} W-+ e~ IC: A

2
{t')dt'W_ 

Thus, using {4.6), (4.2) and (4.3) one finds the final fonn of the system of algebraic 
equations, 

where 

and 

( 
iT~ k ') k 1 ( iT~ k ') k iT k ' ffi+2h+2 u+ = m-2h+2 u +2d+2, 

~k+L Ak+L (27ri)l/2 

h;•/ = h0i'J + -----:-(k) {~;·(a_)~;(a_) + ~;·(a+)~;(a+)}, 
21% 

k ' f" +f" J' f' (d +•)·=~·(a) k k+l_ ·( ) .+ k+l ' ,,, + 2 TJ, a_ 2 · 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

Below in all calculation we use the cubic B-splines [26] as a set of the basis functions 
T}j(x). Such choice leads to systems of algebraic equations with band matrixes and its 
inversion can be effectively perfonned by Gauss elimination method. 
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V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Model 

For an illustration of the method which uses the IBC, we now consider the solution of 
the time-dependent Schroedinger equation that describes a one-dimensional atom modeled 
by the Pooch!-Teller potential VPT(x) [27]. This potential was earlier used in [15] and 
our results allow a direct comparison to their work. 

I 
VPT(x) =- cosh2 x' 

Such potential supports only one bound state, 

lxl < oo 

I 
1/Jo(x) = "'coshx' 

with eigenenergy E0 = -1/2, and a continuum of the scattering states 

/(+) ( i 'P1,2E x) = q 'f tanhx 1 ..1.. • e±iqx 
' Iq . 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

It follows from eq. (5.3) that there is an additional, pseudobound state withE= 0. This 
states become a real bound state if one increases the depth of the potential welL 

The vector-potential .4(t) generating the laser electric field f(t) was chosen in all 
calculations in the form of a square pulse, 

{ 

fo . 
A(t) = --;;;Slnwt, 0 <; t <; T = 2'::· 

0, t < 0, t > T, 
(5.4) 

where the duration of the pulse, T, is defined in terms of N periods of the laser angular 
frequency w. 

B. Wave packets 

First, we consider the integration of the TDSE, eqs. (5.1)-(5.4), with the atom being 
initially in the ground state (5.2). In these calculations, two sets of the peak field param
eter Eo were used for an 8-cycle pulse with w = 0.1: ( •) f 0 = 0.1, and (i>) f 0 = 0.2, with 
the excursion amplitude of the electron ~o being 10 and 20 au, respectively. 

Integration with respect to time was carried out for the full duration of the pulse, 
0 <; t <; T. 

In all calculations by the IBC method the boundaries of the internal region W were 
taken to be a± = 10 au as shown in Fig. 1 (a) and the integral boundary conditions 
{3.3} were imposed at £l±. The numerical solution in W was obtained by using the 
Crank-Nicolson-Galerkin method described above. Because the initial state {5.2) falls off 
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exponentially, the terms FI_;II in (3.3) at the boundaries are of order "-' w-s, and these 
terms were neglected. The potential VPT vanishes even more rapidly, so that the solution 

could be accurately extended to the external regions I and II by using the asymptotic 
representation (3.15). 

,,, q,, 
'I 
1;1 l'l',.(lX (lj~ /'\ 

1 L~ /:\w ,, •!-·-·· • 

.Qj f • '"'''·'·"· _,, 

" " !j 
',. 

lbl 

-20 -IS -10 -S 10 15 20 
x,a.u. '" 

FIG. L (a) Division of space JR. into regions I, II and W for integration by the IBC 

method; the box size (region W) is ±10 au; the initial ground state (supported by the P6schl

Teller potential) has eigenenergy E = -0.5 au. (b) The contour C(x) in the complex x-plane 

used in the CC calculations of the same problem. 

For comparison, the same problem has also been solved numerically by the complex 

coordinate method (CC) and by imposing the rigid boundary conditions (1.2) at the outer 

edge of a very large space-grid. 
For the CC method, the complex contour C(x) is shown in Fig. 1 (b) where l, and 

12 specify the integration domain on the complex plane x. The principle moment of this 

method is that the complex parts of C(x) provide exponential decay of the functions 
eikC(x) for x > 11 and e-ikC(x) for x < -11• The rate of this decay depends on the angle B, 

0 < () < ~-
Thus, the outgoing from the origin wave packets disappear as they propagate past 

±11 on the complex part of the contour C(x). The reflection of the wave packets from 
rigid boundaries chosen sufficiently large is strongly suppressed in this case. The lengths 

l2 should be chosen in such a way that the outgoing wavepackets on real axis not be 
appreciably scattered back towards origin by the action of the electric field and potential 

beyond ±it. So that, at least, the two parameters, l2 and f), are need to select for using 

the CC method. Below we for definiteness assume l 1 = ~. and the angle() only considered 

as adjust parameter of the contour C(x). For too small angles the reflection appears from 

the boundaries, but the choice of too large angles leads to collapse of the scheme because 

of the wavepackets returning back to small x grow exponentially on the complex parts of 

the contour C(x). 
The wave packets obtained at the end of the pulse (t = T) by the CC method as well 

as by the IBC method, are displayed in Figs. 2 (a, b). As shown below, the IBC results 
in these graphs are virtually exact. 
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FIG. 2. Wave packet dynamics after application of a 8-cycle square laser pulse with w = 

0.1 au. (a) £0 = 0.1 au; (b) the same with £0 = 0.2 au. Solid curve- solution obtained by 

the IBC method; broken curve - solution obtained by the CC method. For the IBC method, 

boundaries are at ±10 au. For the CC method, the contour C(x) has parameters 11 = !2 = 10 au. 
The best angle 8 is 10° in (a) and 5° in (b). 

In Figs. 2 (a, b), we use a contour C(x) with l 1 = l2 = 10 au so that the length of the 
real part of C(x) is taken the same as in the IBC calculations. The angle 8 is chosen to 

achieve the best possible agreement with the IBC solution on the interval -10::; x.::; 10. 

In Fig. 2 (a), agreement between the CC and IBC is moderate. However, there is a 

huge difference betw-een the wave packets in Fig. 2 {b). This indicates that the chosen 
dimensions of C(x) are too smalL It follows, in fact, from our numerical experiments that 

for the field £0 = 0.1 au, l1 should be taken at least 30 a.u., and for the field £0 = 0.2 au, 

at least 50 au. Thus, the size of the spatial grid which is required in the CC calculations 

is about ten times larger then the grid for the IBC method provided that we want to 

obtain a comparable accuracy of the numerical solutions. 

J_oe-os,--------------.., 

r, 2.5e-05 ~ I I 

I I 
I I 2.<m-05~ t \ 

~ 15e- .-'- 1 I - "t f \ 
- f\! '----, 

I \ I I ' -
\ I \ I '"~"\I I I \/ --J 
\ I \ J 500.00~./ /".., ""-..'v\...--: 

I ...._/ ~ {I 10 
0 0e+0010 X ~ 

11 

FIG. 3.Absolute difference between the solutiou_obtained by the IBC method with a± = 
±10 au and the rigid-boundary solution which uses a very large space-grid (a± ~ ±1000 au): 
(i) solid curve- for £0 = 0.1 au, and (i) broken curve- for Eo = 0.2 au. Integration steps: 
l:J.x = 0.1 au; T = 5 X 10-2 au for (t1 alid T = 2.5 X 10-2 au for (it}. 
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As our numerical experiments show, the numerical solution which used the rigid bound
ary conditions {1.2) needs spatial grids with the boundaries at least at a± = ±1000 for 
the first set of field parameters1 and a± = ±1500 for the second set. 

These large grids are consistent with earlier calculations by Eberly and co-workers [28] 
who used the reflective condition (1.2). For comparison between the solutions obtained 
by the IBC and full solutions with the boundary conditions (1.2) we explicitly calculate 
the absolute differences between both solutions (Fig. 3) as functions of x on interval W. 
It can be seen that the errors are of order 10-5 • 

These results clearly demonstrate the superiority of the present IBC method. We point 
out that the increasing of the value Eo leads to necessity to use larger size of the spatial 
grid, in contrast to the IBC method where the required size of the grid is determined by 
the decaying properties of the atomic potential only. 

In the method of Boucke at al [15] where the Hamiltonian is assumed to be asymp
totically field-free, one needs to use the Kramers-Henneberger frame, and the size of the 
grid also depends on the quiver Eo-

The IBC method allows also to take the scattering states (5.3) a.s initial state for 
TDSE to calculate free-free and free-bound transitions, in contrast to the CC method, 
where the incident plane wave contained in the scattering state exponentially grows on 
the contour C(x). Similar comparisons for solutions obtained by IBC method and full 
solutions at large grid with proper logarithmic derivatives imposed at the boundaries show 
also the excellent agreement as far as for above bound initial state. 

C. Energy distribution p(E). 

First, we consider the energy spectrum of photoelectrons ejected by the laser pulse. 
The computed energy distribution p(E) for the electrons which are initially in the ground 
state (5.2), is showo in Fig. 4 for several values of E0• 
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lc.OS oL"I -,~,~.~,~,~7~8~9~10~11~12~13~14-l"l...JIO 
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FIG. 4. The energy distribution p(E) of laser-ejected electrons for several values of the 
field Eo. A 16-cycle square laser pulse, with angular frequency w = 0.5 au. The function p(E} is 
obtained using (a} the full expression (3.19) for amplitudes, and (b) the asymptotic expression 
(3.29). The pondermotive shifts of the AT! peaks are clearly seen. 
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The angular frequency w of the field was chosen equal to the binding energy of the 
ground state lEo I, w = 0.5 au. 

Taking into account the pondermotive shift U, = E0
2 /4w2

, the position En of the 
peaks in the spectra is approximately given by En = nw + E0 - UP. This corresponds 
to absorbing by the electron the energy of n photons. For the laser parameters used. in 
Figs. 4, the pondermotive shifts Up which are 0.16, 0.09, and O.Ql au for Eo = 0.4, 0.3, and 
0.1 au, respectively. These values give reasonable estimate of the exact numerical shifts 
obtained in present calculations. 

The spectral distributions, shown in Figs. 4 (a, b) have been obtained in two different 
ways. In Fig. 4 (a), the spectral distributions p(E) are calculated using the full aroplitudes 
.A:,o (3.19-3.25). For t = T, this gives the exact result for p(E). On the other hand, 
the distributions in Fig. 4 (b) have been obtained using the flux expression (3.29), with t 
taken up toT. The latter is valid only under condition (3.28). It can be seen from Fig. 4 
that for the particular choice of laser parameters, the asymptotic expression (3.29) gives 
a good estimate for the energy distribution p(E). The positions and heights of the AT! 
peaks are correctly reproduced. However, at the bottom of continuum, the asymptotic 
expression (3.29) cannot be applied and one needs to use the full expression (3.19). 

k; Figs. 4 show, the asymptotic formula for p(E) works better for stronger fields E0 • 

Qualitatively, this is because the electrons leave domain W faster when exposed to stronger 
fields. For a fixed value ofT, this facilitates the condition (3.28.) We also point out that 
fast oscillations seen is some curves in Figs. 4 can be traced to the steep front of the 
pulse (5.4). 

At small intensities of the field, the exact energy distributions p( E) can be used for 
establishing the validity region of the standard perturbation theory. As an illustration, we 

consider transitions from the (even-parity) ground state ,P0(x) (5.2) to the (odd-parity) 
pseudobound state with energy E = 0. 
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FIG. 5. Comparison between the exact calculations and perturbation theory. Probability 
density p(E = 0) as a function of the laser field Eo, for the electron transition from the ground 
state with Eo = -0.5 au to a pseudobound state withE= 0. A 16-cycle laser pulse with angular 

frequency w = 0.5 au (n = 1) and 8-cycle pulse with w = 0.25 au (n = 2). 

k; the first example, we take w = JEoJ = 0.5 au. The leading term is one-photon 
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absorption, n = 1. In the lowest (1st) order of perturbation theory, p(E) is generally 
given by 

1 2 T 
pC'l(E) =-2:11 dte;m(,pj->1"-vA(t)lwo)l' = 7re5!.l sin' ¥T 

211" ,=I o ,q c · cosh2 ~ ,,..." "'"' 
2 

(5.5) 

where n = E- E 0 • A comparison between both methods for the transition to the E = 0 
level, is presented in Fig. 5 {'1st PT' and 'n=l' curves). As can be seen, in this case, 
perturbation theory works well up to Eo ~ 0.01 au. 

As the second example, we take w = 0.25 au. The leading tenn is now two-photon 
absorption. It follows immediately from the parity consideration, that the 2nd order term 
p(2l(E = 0) vanishes, and the leading term of perturbation theory is pl3l(E = 0). In 
Fig. 5, the corresponding curves are marked '3rd PT' and 'n=2'. The validity region of 
perturbation theory extends, in this case, up to £0 ~ 0.03 au. 

D. Ionization probability 

For the comparison of our calculations with the calculations performed in [15), we 
evaluate the ionization probability of the atom, w(£0) = 1- p00 , where the ground-state 
probability p00 is given, at the end of the square pulse, by (3.12). As in [15], we used 4-
and 8-cycle pulses with the angular frequency w = 0.2 au. 
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0 " 
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FIG. 6. Square laser pulse with angular frequency w = 0.2 au. Variation of the ionization 
probability w with the laser field Eo at the end of a 4-cycle (broken curve) and 8-cycle {solid 

curve) pulse. 

The curves (see Fig. 6) produced in these calculations are identical with the ionization 
curves in Fig. 3 (a) of Ref. [15]. The ionization minima in the Fig. 6 are due to the 
effect of channel closing caused by the dynamical shift of the free-electron energy, Up· By 
energy conservation, an n-photon channel is open only if nw + Eo > Up. 

The threshold fields are Eo = 0.126, 0.219, and 0.283 au for closing n = 3, 4, and 5-
photon channels. The minima positions in the calculated ionization probability are found 
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to be in good agreement with the above estimate for n = 3 and 5, but it is not as good for 
n = 4 where E0 passes through the critical value 0.22 au for the over-barrier ionization. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We have developed by application of the general theory of the parabolic potentials 
a method which permits to impose the exact boundary conditions on an intermediate 
surface to be used in the numerical solution of the time-dependent SchrOdinger equation. 
It allows to substantialJy reduce the size of the space domain where integration is carried 
out numerically. The method is based on considering an exterior part of the configuration 
space separated from the internal region by a surface a that divides conventionally the 
space to the (external) domain of semiclassical motion of the particle and to the (internal) 
domain where it is required the quantum-mechanical description. The accurate asymp
totic behavior of the solution is represented by a time-dependent Green's function for 
a free electron moving in the external (laser) electric field. This allows us to formulate 
integral boundary conditions on the surface a in tenns of asymptotic parabolic potentials. 
The long-range Coulomb potential can also be included into consideration and the bound
ary condition for the case of the spherical surface a is presented. Numerical examples 
considered in the paper demonstrate the advantages of the present theory. The energy 
spectra and ionization probabilities have been obtained by this method for finite times 
and its form have been investigated in limit of infinitely large times. The applications of 
the method to more realistic systems like as Hydrogen atom in laser field will be subject 
of forthcoming publications. 

This work is partly supported by Grant No. 95-0512 from RFBR.-INTAS. 
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EpMo,laea A.M. 11 ilp. 
MHrerpanoH!>Ie rparm:t.;Hbie ycnosvSI 
.UJUI HecTauH.oHapHoro ypa.eHem!.a Wpe.unHrepa 

Ell-99-156 

C¢opMyJm:poBaHhi HHTerpa.rihHbie rpaaH4Hhie ycJIOBIDJ: .UJHJ Hecrau,HoHapHoro 

ypaBHCHH.!i! Iilpe.u~mrepa, OIIMCbiB<UOIUCfO B3a.MMO,Uefi.CTBH.C 3TOMa C Jla3CpHhiM IIO

JICM B D,HfiOJihHOM IIpH6.11JDKCHHH. fpa!Hft·!Hbie )'CJIOBIHI HaiU1a,IJ.hiB810TC51 Ha peme

HHC Ha HCKOTOpofi nosepXHOCTii. (rpaHHUC), HaxO,U,5HllCii:C5! Ha KOHeqHOM (HO ~0-
CTaTOL!HO Y.UaJJCHHOM) paCCT05IHHH OT aTOMa. 3TH rpa.HH'lJHbiC ycJIOBID! MOI)'T npH

MetliiThC.!i! .u..rui l..JHCJieHnom HHTerpHposamrn yprumeHMa Wpe.IJJ-IHrepa 6e3 

HCTIOJlb30BafU15! ~-1aCO'-:lHh!X 4JYHKUHfi HJIH TIOrJIOWaiOU.l:HX DOTeHUHaJlOB, 06bitiHO 

BBOiUfMbiX .IL1:51 (npJ.;6m·liKeHHOrD) TIO,ilaBneHim Hecj_JH3HlJeCKOfO OrpiDKeHilll BOJIHO

BOfO ITa.KCTa OT rpiDHIUhl. flpH 3TOM pa3MCp 06JiaCHI, KOTOphlli He06XO.UHM ].]JUl 

"!HCJieHHOfO HHTerpHpOBaHlli!, CytUeCTE:eHHO j'MeHhlllaCTC5!. ,UOCTOHHCTBa MeTO,Ua 

npo.ueMOHCTpHpOBaHhi Ha O.UHOMepHofi MOllCJIH, o6c)?K.laBmeficSI Eyx:e H .up. 

(i 998). 

Pa6oTa BhiDO.nHeHa s Jia6ooaTOPHH BhP·m:cmueJlhHOH TeXHHKK M aBTOMaTH3a

UIUI H Jla6opaTopHH reoper:w·I~cKoh cpn3MKH HM. H.H.Eoromo6osa 01151!1. 

f1pel1pmn 06be.'!l!He:moro lmCTI!T}Ta E!!epHbiX 'lCC:te.no~:>amrH.1Iy6Ha, 1999 

Ermolaev A. IV!. et ai. 
Integral Boundary Conditions for the Time-Dependent 
Schriidinger Equation 

Ell-99-156 

\Ve formulate integral boundary conditions for the time-dependent 
SchrOdingcr equation describing an atom with the laser interaction in the dipole 
approximation. The bou<1dary conditions are imposed on the solution on a surface 
(boundary) which may be at a finite {but sufficiently remote) distance from the 
atom. For the numerical integration of the Schr6dinger equation, these exact con

ditions may be used to replace diffuse absorbir1g potentials or mask functions. 
These later are usually introduced in order to (approximately) compensate unphys
ical reflection which occurs at the boundary of a finite region when a zero-value 
condition is imposed there on the solution. The method allows to substantially re
duce the size of the space domain where integration is carried out numerically. 

Considering the numerical soiution of the sJme one-dimensional model as that 
discussed by Boucke ct aL ( 1998), we demonstrate the success of our approach. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Computing Tech
niques and Automation and at the Bogoliubov Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, 
JJNR. 
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